Power - Bar Electronic Roll Towel Dispenser

Ergonomic, manual acceleration option and emergency feed control

KEYS OPERATING FEATURES
- No Touch: Hygiene Hands-free operation
- Cutting System: Tear Bar
- Stub Roll: Self-treading auto transfer system
- Activation: Electronic/lever
- Emergency Feed: Manual override with ergonomic push bar

CONSTRUCTION
- Material: Impact and chemical resistant plastic
- Locks: Generic, fixed or proprietary keys

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
- Easy loading with quick access and exposed roll holders
- Large advertising display window for branded message and opportunity for revenue generation

PAPER SPECIFICATIONS
- Roll height: 191-210mm
- Roll width: 210mm
- Core: 48mm

DISPENSER SPECIFICATIONS
- Height: 406mm
- Length: 258mm
- Width: 300mm

Simple wave of the hand activates dispenser

Ergonomic ADA compliant push bar provides option to accelerate dispensing